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‘Transparency is the Purity of Being.  
This Purity is the Fragrance of God   

Do not let your mind hide it.’ 
 

Mooji 

 

 



‘I AM’ the Blended Dual Light 

The New Moon in Virgo will take place on the 

26th or 27th of August, depending upon where 

you live.    

Virgo flows with the Feminine polarity and 

Earth elemental and resonates with the 

quality of Simplicity - the alchemical process 

of purifying the mind - sorting the ‘wheat from 

the chaff’.  Virgo is ruled by the planet 

Mercury whose function is human 

intelligence.   It is Mind which allows humanity 

to be a conscious conduit for the downpouring 

of energies coming from higher realms. In this 

sense Mercury is the ‘Messenger of the Gods’. 

Both Gemini and Virgo are ruled by Mercury. 

Gemini rules the process of analysis, whilst 

Virgo is more concerned with synthesis. 

In Gemini the Soul and the personality are separate entities constantly relating and balancing one 

another.    In Virgo the personality and the Soul are blended, but this blending has yet to take on 

its objective manifestation.   Virgo represents ‘The Christ within you.’   It is the stirring of the 

subjective life within each of us.   It is the quickening urge of the Soul’s Presence.    As such Virgo 

is intimately connected to the process of the birthing of the Christ, the Grace of Divinity which 

dwells within.   

There is also a close affinity between Gemini and Virgo in that they are both vehicles for the 

externalization of the Second Ray of Love and Wisdom, whilst Virgo also flows with the 6th Ray 

of Devotion. The blending and relating of these two Constellations give all forms of Life the 

opportunity to express the essential quality of Love which is the Consciousness of the Divinity of 

our Solar System.    Virgo symbolizes the depth and darkness in which the Light is protected.   

 Djwhal Khul expressed this very clearly: 

‘When Mercury, the Divine Messenger, the principle of illusion, and the 

expression of the active higher mind, has performed his mission and 

led humanity into the Light and the Christ-child out of the womb of 

Time and of the flesh, into the Light of day and of Manifestation, then 

the task of that Great Centre we call Humanity will be accomplished.’   

Here the Christ refers to the Christos, the Anointed One.   In the Piscean 

Age it was Jesus who held this Office as the synthesis of all Human Souls, 

but it is not just a Christian path.  The Christ is, in effect, the Soul of 

Humanity, whose Gift is Love Incarnate.   It is through the Christos, (Love, 

the Soul) that we reach the Light of the Monad, the Spirit, the God Self. 
 

 

Our mind is like a cloudy sky, in essence clear and pure but overcast by clouds of delusion. Kelsang Gyatso 



The New Moon 27th August 2022 09:16 am BST London UK 
https://www:timeanddate.com/moon/phases/ 

Chart for the Virgo New Moon 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

At the time of the New Moon, the Sun and Moon at 40 Virgo 03’, opposite to the Earth, at 40 Pisces 

03’ are creating a very tight T square to Mars at 40 Gemini 00’ all Mutable signs.   So, this moment 

in time is really focussing on our mental faculty, and our ability to stay flexible and open – not 

getting caught up in all that is going on in the outer world with an entrenched, fixed mind.   As 

already shared both Virgo and Gemini are ruled by the planet Mercury and here, in this chart we 

see that Mercury is creating a Grand Trine with Mars and Pluto which again emphasises the focus 

on the power (Pluto) of our thought processes (Mercury) and the actions (Mars) that proceed from 

those thought processes. 

As for last month, there is a Fixed Grand Cross (red dotted lines) between Saturn, Uranus, the North 

and South Nodes and this month, Venus is also included    

Looking at this Fixed Grand cross first, we find that Saturn and Uranus are just over 900 apart from 

each other, at present, which has been fuelling and the building tension over the last eighteen 

months, as the exact squares between these two planetary bodies took place on February 17 th, June 

14th and December 24th 2021.  Uranus resonates to Freedom and Truth and Saturn to Authority so 

the Lockdown themes were one of the major outer manifestations of this archetypal struggle.    This 

month, Saturn and Uranus are once again moving closer together and by October 16th will be all but 

exact once more. 

https://www:timeanddate.com/moon/phases/


As always energy manifests in a multiple of ways, in the physical world, on the outer level this 

planetary aspect is likely to manifest in unexpected and sudden change, and revelations, and 

unpredictable experiences, which will require a discernment and an overview to stay centred within. 

With Venus now in the planetary aspect, there could be more major fluctuations in the financial 

sector – Uranus is in Taurus, which is ruled by Venus and so this financial system would seem to be 

in a fairly volatile state – certainly the inflation and lack of transparency that is currently fuelling 

the world is a reflection of our need to collectively and fundamentally change.  

However, from an inner, metaphysical, awareness, chaos and change has the potential for a 

significant realignment of human consciousness. 

At the time of the New Moon, Uranus, is on Gene Key 23 known as 

The Alchemy of Simplicity which is guiding us to move beyond the 

Shadow of Complexity to the Gift of Simplicity which leads to 

Quintessence.   

‘When we look into the heart of the issue of any Shadow we will 
always find something numinous.  We will discover an opportunity 
for radiance in there.   This is what this Siddhi is, it is an Emanation, 
a Distillation, the Quintessence, of all that is Pure and Good and 
Worthy and Noble.’ 

‘The 23rd Siddhi has an alchemical flavour to it – the ability to extract gold from base metal.   People 
with this Siddhi are able to touch the gold hidden within other human beings.    They can transmit the 
power of the awakened state through a word, or a look, or a gesture.   This is the Midas touch.   This is 
the true explanation of the secrets hinted at by alchemy – that the physical body itself contains 
the seed of the Siddhic consciousness.  It is concealed in your DNA and controlled by a hidden timing 
mechanism that is utterly spontaneous and out of your individual reach .  Once this Siddhi has fully 
dawned inside a person they become an alchemical agent that overtime refines all and extracts 
the Quintessence from the dross.’   

Saturn, as for last month, remains on Gene Key 49, known as Changing the World from the Inside, and 
it is building the momentum for us to move beyond the Shadow of Reaction to the Gift of Revolution 
which ultimately leads to Rebirth. 

‘Here in the 49th Shadow we find the sleeping genetic trigger for the 
process that begins our collective ascent to higher consciousness.   As the 
higher frequencies penetrate the 49th Shadow we will move through a 
time of unprecedented change and upheaval.’  

‘This is the Gift of Revolution.  The 49th Shadow will be the first aspect 
of the human Shadow to mutate right down to the genetic level.  The 
implications of this are huge as fewer and fewer humans are victims of 
their emotional reactions, violence will rapidly decrease in the world.   
Men and women of peace are infiltrating all races more than ever 
before.   This Revolution is worldwide.  There is a genetic Revolution 
underway right now – everything that is rotten in the 49th Shadow will be 
brought up to the surface.     

‘The 49th Siddhi represents a huge leap in consciousness because it engenders a state of mystical 
divorce.    The 49th Siddhi conceals an archetype that appears to be a part of all human evolution – that 
of Rebirth.   Once in a while along the evolutionary chain a new species is born out of the old species – 



like the mythical phoenix – it has nothing in common with its parent.     It rises up out of the genetic 
material of the old and takes a whole new direction.   ‘Every human being who has ever arrived at true 
enlightenment has experienced such a Rebirth.  The Siddhic State requires both a mystical and genetic 
divorce from that which came before.   Because you are reading these words, you are potentially one 
of these early flowerings.  Is that not a beautiful thing to ponder?’   

The North and South Nodal points remain, as for last month, on Gene Keys 2 and 1.  Gene Key 2 known 
as Returning to the One moves us through the Shadow of Dislocation to the Gift of Reorientation to 
the Siddhi of Unity and Gene Key 1, The Way of Freshness, through the Shadow of Entropy, to Freshness 
to Beauty.   

It is our emotional feeling body that tends to keep us in a state of Entropy and Dislocation and Venus 
as the third point of the Grand Cross, is the planet that connects us to our feelings, our personal 
likes and dislikes, what we consider of value.  Venus is on Gene Key 4, known as A Universal Panacea 
requiring that we move away from the Shadow of Intolerance, to the Gift of Understanding which 
leads to Forgiveness     

‘At the Shadow level you identify absolutely with your emotional state, which defines the way you 
live your life.   Any unresolved emotional pattern is taken up by your mind and built into a highly 
intricate logical framework that masquerades as the absolute truth .   It is through the 4th Shadow 
that opinions, judgments and resentments are turned into convictions and certainties.’  

‘The Gift of Understanding has nothing whatsoever to do with 
knowledge.   Knowledge is what your mind thinks it needs in order to 
take away its permanent feeling of unease.   But knowledge can never 
bring a sense of peacefulness.  Only true Understanding can bring 
peace along with it, because true Understanding lies outside of the 
domain of the mind.   Understanding is of the whole being .    Through 
seeing all sides of any mental construct, the Gift of Understanding, 
sweeps away the possibility of Intolerance and uses its gifts to create 
new roles or systems to bring positive change into the world.’  

‘Understanding leads to the urge to serve the totality through instigating some kind of social 
reform.   Forgiveness has no sense of needing to do, it has no sense of restlessness at all.  
Forgiveness is the thunderbolt that is released when a being attains Christ Consciousness - it 
melts the boundaries and borders of form.    It is a Divine quality that descends into the world of 
form, releasing and dissolving the karma held within ancestral bloodlines.’ 

‘As one of the Seven Seals, the 4th Siddhi is a primary agent of Divine Grace .  The Siddhi of 
Forgiveness is often credited with being capable of creating miracles, because it can release the 
bonds that have held generations tethered within karmic debt.   It really is a miracle.’ 

If we now look to the T Square, we find that the Sun and Moon are on Gene Key 59 which has 

Dishonesty at the Shadow level, moving to Intimacy at the Gift level and finally Transparency at 

the Siddhi level. 

‘At the Shadow level Dishonesty manifests as a deep distrust of 

others and a core fear of relationships.   Keeping things hidden 

from one another that generates fear, distrust and Dishonesty and 

which creates boundaries and division.   At this level there is an 

inability to be transparent with others and so there are hidden 

agendas and behaviour patterns rooted in selfishness and isolation.’ 

                   GK 20 

 

GK 59                                         GK 55 



‘Right now, in this epoch, the 59th Gene Key is mutating.  It is paired with the 55th Gene Key which 

explains the Great Change, this transitionary period we are living through, in which humanity is 

moving through a huge deep genetic change.’ 

‘Fear will gradually be bred out of human beings.  Without fear of each other the world with change 

dramatically.    This will be reflected in the material plane through the birth of a new kind of human 

being whose single purpose is to house this new awareness. ’  

‘When awareness has reached its ultimate expression it becomes 

a clear mirror for consciousness and this is what Transparency is .  

And this Transparency will sweep us clean of the past.  It reflects 

life without any additional comment – the ability to look upon 

the world without Judgment. This is the epoch we are now 

entering, in which the mutation of the solar plexus equates to 

the opening of our Planetary Heart Centre, when we once again 

remember that every man and woman is our genetic brother and 

sister and no single individual, family, tribe or nation is an island.  

We are One.’ 

The Earth is on Gene Key 55 moving through the Shadow of Victimhood to the Gift and Siddhi of 

Freedom.   This Gene Key speaks of Sacred Union, firstly within oneself, and then in which we 

honour the Divinity from within and from each other in sacred relationships. 

‘The 55th Gene Key holds the key to our liberation and Freedom.  Our DNA holds our greater Self – 

the Cosmic part of each of us that transcends our mortal body has lain secretly hidden inside 

humanity for aeons.    The 55th Gene Key allows us to contemplate and to quicken the actual process 

of awakening.   Up until now, the inner journey has been for the select few – those bold adventurers 

and courageous pioneers of the inner planes.  But that is all about to change.’ 

‘As we begin the process of transcending our Shadows, miracles can occur in our lives.   Down the 

centuries much has been written, spoken and taught concerning the nature of higher consciousness.   

We are now entering an era in which more and more people will have direct access to an 

experience of true higher consciousness.  There will be a genetic mutation that will slowly colonise 

our species.  The old human will literally be bred out of humanity.’    

‘When the first relationships experience dual enlightenment, we will 

know that the deepest wound of all has been finally healed.  The wound 

symbolised by the fall of Adam and Eve.  These Sacred Marriages will have 

an unbelievable energy field around them – they will naturally rise in Love 

from a position of Pure and Divine Union – both sharing the same auric 

field.     We stand on the cusp of a Siddhic supernova – the incarnation of 

the Divine Feminine spirit.’  

‘The end result of this in flowing of the Divine Feminine will result in the purification of all the 

fractal lines throughout humanity, resulting in a burning up of the collective karma in our DNA 

and the eventual eradication of all disease on the physical plane. ’ 

And Mars, in the Zodiacal sign of Gemini, is on the third angle of this T square and, as was shared 

earlier, there is a close affinity between Gemini and Virgo in that they are both ruled by Mercury 

and are the vehicles for the outflowing of the Second Ray of Love and Wisdom.     



Mars at this time is on Gene Key 20 moving us through the Shadow of Superficiality to the Gift of 

Self-Assurance and ultimately to Presence. 

‘To the extent that we are dominated by our thinking, consciousness is impeded from fully 
functioning.  This is what we refer to in this Gene Key as Superficiality.  To live superficially means 
to live within the false illusions fabricated by the mind.’ 

‘The Gift of Self-Assurance comes into being when a human being first learns to let go of their 

thinking as the authority in making decisions.  With Self-Assurance comes a profound surrender 

to life in every moment. As you begin to accept that life has its own plans and flow, you also 

begin to stop interfering with the process at a mental level. ’    

‘This Gift is in fact the precursor to a higher state of spiritual awareness.    It is a sign that more 

consciousness is being allowed to incarnate into the physical vehicle - you experience the subtle 

expansion of a meditative awareness – an ability to witness your mind without being caught up in 

it.  An internal spaciousness grows and you no longer have to try to control life.’ 

‘Presence is the underlying nature of Being.  In fact, it would 

actually be truer to name this Siddhi, The Presence, since the use 

of the definite article gives us the distinct impression that this is a 

state of consciousness that has nothing to do with any individual.  

It is the manifestation of The Presence through a human vehicle.   

The true Siddhic state is one of complete relaxation .  As you 

release deeper and deeper levels of tension, thoughts become 

irrelevant – there is nothing to say that is not superficial – for 

nothing is felt but the Presence itself.   The 20th Siddhi relates to 

the Eighth Plane of reality, the true ground of our Divinity, 

known as the Logoic Plane.  When this Siddhi has flowered in a 

person it actually creates a subtle atmosphere around itself – a 

kind of silent ease that pervades the aura of the person and 

radiates out to all Creation.’ 

Looking at the last planetary pattern, you will see that both Mercury and Pluto are creating a 

Grand Trine with Mars.      Pluto as one of the aspects of this Grand trine, speaks of the 

transformation (Pluto) that is occurring within our central nervous system (Mars in Gemini) and how 

we assist this transformation through the choices we make in our speech (Mercury) and actions 

(Mars).   Are they a reflection of an inner integrity and openness where no hidden agendas or 

unacknowledged shadows shroud Transparency. 

Pluto, as an outer Transpersonal planet, ushering in Galactic Consciousness, orbits slowly, as seen 

from Earth, through the Constellations.   Right now Pluto is on Gene Key 60 and will remain on 

this key until finally moving on to Gene Key 41 in January 2025.    Gene Key 60, known as the 

Cracking of the Vessel speaks of the radical transformation that is occurring on planet Earth as 

we move through Limitation to Realism to Justice.   

‘There is great capacity for magic in this Gene Key which may sound odd as it is called the Gift of 

Realism.   However, the only thing needed for magic to occur is some form of a structure and an 

open mind!     Common sense/realism is not in opposition to magic.  It is common sense to remain 

open-minded to everything in the Universe because everything has at its core the same 

wondrous inner Light.’ 



‘The 60th Siddhi is an extremely rare Siddhi.   When a Being attains self-realisation through the 60th 

Siddhi, something quite extraordinary happens, (and to the Shadow consciousness something very 

frightening).   The fundamental laws that govern physical existence are loosened and in some 

cases broken altogether.     At a collective genetic level this kind of event is called a frameshift mutation.   

The 60th Siddhi breaks all laws of our reality – beginning with the Laws of Time and Gravity.’  

‘There is an enormous magic hidden within the 60th Gene Key.   

Every time a being attains enlightenment through the 60th Siddhi, 

magic comes pouring through this being and they become a 

phenomenon, a symbol of the breaking of form – Masters who have 

attained the Body of Light.’    

‘At a collective level the 60th Siddhi will be one of the very last 

Siddhis to dawn.   This is where the concept of a Judgment Day 

arises – as the 60th Siddhi begins to ignite in multiple beings it will 

be the ending of the world as we know it.    The laws that hold 

together the Earth will crack and our planet will begin to transmute.   

The 60th Siddhi has been known by certain esoteric schools as the 

merkaba, or Chariot of Light.’   

‘The true collective merkaba is the Earth herself, the Spirit of Gaia and the souls who hold this 

Gene Key hold the key to this ultimate magical experience.’ 

And finally, Mercury, the planetary body that links, not only to our mental processes but also into 

our central nervous system, was opposite to Saturn last month, but has now moved to 10 Libra 

which is Gene Key 46, assisting us to move through the state of Seriousness, to Delight, to Ecstasy. 

‘Seriousness is the most widespread of all the diseases on the planet.   Seriousness is about 

worrying or expecting or wishing life to be other than it is.    Seriousness takes you away from life 

and love and into issues of control and separation.  The 46th Gene Key governs your relationship 

to your physical body.   When the child learns through their physical aura that life is safe and loving 

their body relaxes into its natural internal rhythm.  At the Shadow level there is no trust in life.’ 

‘When you move through life with an attitude of Delight and openness, 

whatever happens is correct.   If your attitude remains open and 

accepting you will see that the Universe is at work in you .   

Synchronicity is an energy field available to all with or without the 46th 

Gene Key in their profile.  The only prerequisite for tapping into 

synchronicity is this Delight.  It is not about being an aimless drifter – it 

is about holding your goals so lightly that they can be dropped at any 

point if necessary.’ 

‘To court Ecstasy we have to become contemplative.  We have to slow 

down.  We have to pause so that we come once again into communion 

with the Elements, Nature and each other.’ 

‘Ecstasy is the highest frequency of the 46th Gene Key and it occurs only through the heart.    It 

is in fact the true nature of Humanity.   There is actually no work more important on this Earth 

than play.  When we become truly playful we reshape the nature of our Collective reality.   Ecstasy 

is not a word that most people consider when they think of themselves and their lives. ’  



‘Yet it is this block at the mental level that keeps us at a frequency far from Ecstasy .     If you can 

open your heart to receive the frequencies they represent, the frequencies will begin to seek 

you out, for Siddhic states are all a matter of magnetism. ’ 

This ‘block’ at the mental level has kept humanity captive in the outer world with all of  the 

ongoing dramas that cycle around lifetime after lifetime, but now we are being given every 

opportunity to change the tape, to quieten the mind from its desire to take sides and rather 

embody Understanding and Forgiveness, knowing that Cosmic Law holds All in Love and Justice.      

An immense purification is sweeping across the Earth as Light intensifies and the Quintessence is 

gathered in, so let us turn within to Change the World from the Inside where Freedom and Rebirth 

are born.    From this State of Being words arise with Transparency, that will have no emotional 

charge, but rather a Self-Assurance and Presence that Enlightens and Heals. 

 

Love and Blessings to All 

 

21.8.2022             Extracts from Gene Keys by Richard Rudd 

 


